Abstract Using light-front holography, we predict simultaneously the pion decay constant and the pion charge radius by taking into account (higher twist) dynamical spin effects whose relative importance is constrained by QCD.
Light-front holography
One of the central findings of light-front holographic QCD [1, 2, 3, 4] is the holographic Schrödinger equation for mesons :
which is derived within the semiclassical approximation of light-front QCD [4] where quantum loops and quark masses are neglected. The holographic variable
maps onto the fifth dimension in anti-de Sitter (AdS) space so that Eq. 1 also describes the propagation of weakly-coupled spin-J modes in a modified AdS space.
The confining QCD potential is determined by the form of the dilaton field which breaks the conformal invariance of the pure AdS geometry. Specifically, we have [4] 
A remarkable feature in light-front holography is that the form of the confinement potential is uniquely determined [5] to be that of a harmonic oscillator, i.e. U eff = κ 4 ζ 2 . To recover this harmonic potential, the dilaton field has to be quadratic, i.e. ϕ(z) = κ 2 z 2 so that Eq. 3 then implies that
where J = L + S. Solving the holographic Schrödinger Equation with the confining potential given by Eq. 4 yields the mass spectrum
and the wavefunctions
The immediate striking prediction is that the lowest lying bound state, with quantum numbers n = L = S = 0, is massless: M 2 = 0. This state is naturally identified with the pion since the pion mass vanishes in chiral limit m f → 0. The complete meson light-front wavefunction is given by [4] Ψ
where X(x) = x(1 − x) [6] . The normalized holographic light-front wavefunction for the pion is then
The generalization of Eq. 8 to account for non-vanishing light quark masses is carried out in [4] , yielding
where N is a normalization constant which is fixed by requiring that
with Pbeing the probability of finding the pion in the valence Fock sector. Note the light quark masses m f (where f = u, d) appearing in the holographic wavefunction are not the current quark masses which appear in the QCD Lagrangian but rather effective quark masses [4] . Besides quark masses, the other free parameter in light-front holography is the fundamental confinement AdS/QCD scale κ. Previous work [7, 4, 8, 9, 10] hints towards a universal value: κ ∼ 500 MeV. Here, we shall use κ = 523 MeV [9] . In earlier applications of light-front holography with massless quarks, much lower values of κ were required to fit the pion data: κ = 375 MeV in Ref. [11] and κ = 432 MeV (with P= 0.5) in [12] . In more recent work using constituent quark masses [13, 14, 15, 16] , it turns out that a universal value of κ can be used only if the assumption that the pion consists only of the leading valence Fock sector is relaxed: P< 1.
Dynamical spin effects in the pion
Previous work on the pion in light-front holography was carried out in the leading twist approximation whereby the spin wavefunction decouples from the dynamics. i.e. without dynamical spin effects. To go beyond leading twist, we assume that [17] 
with
where A and B are constants (i.e. momentum-independent) so that the ratio R = A/B controls the relative weight of higher twist contributions. In Ref. 
where ΨΨ is the quark condensate. The GMOR relation is usually interpreted as the vanishing of the pion mass as M 2 π ∝m u/d in the chiral limit. On the other hand, if we dare to extrapolate the use of Eq. 14 well beyond the chiral limit, then upon substituting [17] 
and
into Eq. 14, and making use of Eq. 9, we find that
where
(19) In summary, while the chiral limit of the exact QCD relation (Eq. 13) yields the GMOR relation, its extrapolation well beyond the chiral limit yields a theoretical constraint on R, i.e. on the relative contribution of dynamical spin effects in the pion holographic wavefunction.
Predictions for decay constant and charge radius
We can now predict the pion decay constant, given by Eq. 15, as well as the pion charge radius given by [17] 
where Ψ π (x, b) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of Eq. 11. These two observables are interesting since the radius quantifies the departure of the pion from a point-like particle (and thus is sensitive to long-distance physics) while the decay constant, which depends on the wavefunction at zero transverse separation, is sensitive to short-distance physics. A simultaneous description of both observables is therefore challenging (and a stringent test) on any model for the pion light-front wavefunction. Our predictions are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen, the inclusion of QCDconstrained dynamical spin effects suppresses the decay constant while it enhances the radius. The ratio R which quantifies their importance does not exceed a few percent but does lead to a very satisfactory description of the data with the larger constituent quark mass.
Conclusions
We have taken into account QCD-constrained dynamical spin effects in the holographic pion light-front wavefunction in order to predict simultaneously the pion charge radius and decay constant. We find a remarkable improvement in describing the data when using a constituent quark mass together with the universal AdS/QCD mass scale. Table 1 Our predictions for the pion charge radius and decay constant using κ = 523 MeV and two different quark masses: m f = 46 MeV and m f = 330 MeV, compared to the Particle Data Group averages [21] quoted in the last row. The theoretical prediction with no QCD constraint (and choosing R = 1) is from [17] .
